[Corneal graft rejection: donor and receiver implication].
The purpose of our study was to evaluate the relationship between corneal graft failure and different factors related to both donors and recipients. and methods: We conducted a retrospective control study on cases treated from January 1998 to December 2000. All records for donors to the eye bank unit of the Sfax forensic medicine department and all records for penetrating keratoplasty operations done in the Sfax Ophthalmology department were reviewed. For every donor we specified age, sex, cause of death, time and corneal deduction technique, as well as storage delay. For every recipient we specified age, sex, keratoplasty indication, state of the cornea, type of anesthetics and intervention. We analyzed the factors for graft rejection taking into consideration all parameters related to donors and recipients using the chi square test, with alpha=0.01. We defined graft rejection as the irreversible corneal edema despite local or general treatment combining corticoids and antivirals. Of the 184 cases followed up, 22 cases (12%) of graft rejection were recorded. Concerning the donor, a statistically significant relation was found between young age and short storage time indicating an increase in the rate of graft rejection. The younger the patient was, the greater the risk, and the longer the tissue had been preserved, the lower the risk of rejection. For the recipient, old age, a history of graft rejection and the state of the receiver bed significantly increased the rate of graft rejection. In terms of surgical stage, the suturing technique and a graft diameter 8 mm or greater increased the rate of graft rejection. In addition to neovascularization of the corneal bed and a history of graft rejection, universally recognized as risk factors for transplant rejection, other parameters related to both donors and receivers, such as age, storage time, graft diameter, and suturing technique, must be taken into account in order to ensure the survival of the graft.